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Introduction- Key Questions:

�Do good firms become exporters?

�Does exporting improve firm performance?



Motivation of the paper

� Informing policies that seek to promote growth 
through exporting 

�Need to understand what happens to plants after 
they enter export market (for reasonable 
expectations on export promotion policies)

�Appropriate policies need to be supported by 
empirical evidence on plants` performance prior 
and subsequent to exporting. 



Varying gains from exporting

�Higher pay for workers, better future employment 
prospects

�Firms` faster growth of shipments and 
productivity, diversification of risk, increased 
innovation, and 

� Improved survival chances



2.0 How exceptional are they? (evidence for 
performance gap for a variety of plant attributes)

The following equation is estimated:

Exporti is a dummy for current export status,
Industryi and statei are dummies for 4 dgt (SIC) in dustry and state 
respectively
Export premium beta shows the average %age differen ce btn
exporters and non exporters in the same industry





�The export premia are positive and significant for 
every characteristic for every group in all years

�For all plants and firms, total employment and total 
shipments are twice as large at exporters

�Even within small the sample of small plants, 
exporters are 50-66% larger than non-exporters

�Export premia for other characteristics are 
significant and stable across the groups and years

� Labour productivity is 12-24% at exporters while 
the difference in capital intensity ranges from 7-
22%



3. How exporting might interact with firm 
structure and performance

3.1. Success begets exporting

� Good firms become exporters by overcoming 
additional costs of selling goods in foreign 
markets ( transport, distributional channels, 
innovation costs etc)

� large, more productive firms are likely to become 
exporters



3.2 Exporting begets success (or failure)

�Exporting firms- withstand international 
competition, are expected to improve their 
“performance”, out perform domestic ones in 
sales, employment and productivity.

�With desired attributes, exporting firm 
experiences increases in output, employment 
but not necessarily increases in productivity



3.3 succeeding to export (causal relationship 
between firm exporting and its success)

�Firms performance improvements occur before 
exporting begins

�May be no differences between future exporters 
and future non-exporters several years before first 
foreign sales

�Provide evidence on the relative growth in the 
years before exporting (should not be interpreted 
as causality from exporting to success)



4. Do good firms become exporters?

�Evidence on ex-ante characteristics of firms

4.1 performance before entry

�Ex-ante plant characteristics and growth rates

�Sample - two sub-periods (1984-1988 & 
1989-1992)



Table 2 (the differences in initial levels between future exporters and non-
exporters)



�Firms that become exporters are 20%-40% 
percent larger in employment

� 27%-54% in shipments

�Have higher labour productivity (7%-8%)

�Pay higher wages (2%-4%)



Annual growth rate premia of future exporters

The following equation is estimated:





4.2 Testing the causal relationship: The decision to 
export

• Authors estimate the linear probability models in the 
first differences, using as instruments,





5. Does exporting improve performance? (direction 
of causality from exporting to firm performance)

5.1 Ex-ante exporter performance- various horizons

• The following eqn is estimated:







5.2 Evidence on switching (Transitions in and out of 
exporting market)



5.3 The big changes- entry and exit (and identifying 
potential benefits from exporting)

• Authors estimate a growth rate regression:









Last measure of benefits of exporting on growth 
rates (performance of continuous exporters 
relative to plants that move in and out)

• The following equation is estimated:





5.4 Survival (most important potential benefit from 
exporting)

• The following probit is estimated:





Key findings of the paper
�Clearly good firms become exporters

�Both growth rates and levels of success measures 
are higher ex-ante for exporters

�The benefits of firm exporting are less clear.

�Employment growth and the probability of survival 
are both higher for exporters

�Productivity and wage growth is not superior 
particularly over longer horizons.


